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Perfect Moments. An Exchange of Ideas with Gerhard Johann Lischka, an exhibition of art by James Lee 

Byars (Detroit 1932–Cairo 1997), pays homage to one of the twentieth century’s most extraordinary 

artists. A performer and visionary, Byars continually probed the bounds of immateriality and delighted 

friends and acquaintances with a steady stream of letters and other missives. The show presents docu-

ments, objects, and ephemera associated with his art from the collection of Marianne Milani (Berne) that 

illustrate James Lee Byars’s acrobatic thinking in the example of his dialogue with the Berne-based 

artist-philosopher Gerhard Johann Lischka. 
 

Gerhard Johann Lischka remembers: “The first encounters with James Lee Byars took place during 

Documenta 5 (1972). Later on, Byars often stayed in Berne, where he saw Christian Megert’s glass book, 

in whose nine glass pages and mirrored covers my specular essay Der Raum und das Selbst, der Mo-

ment und die Interaktion (Space and the Self, the Instant and Interaction) disports itself. Taking up the 

reflections on the instant, Byars wrote letters to me in which he proposed the realization of his ideas, 

which he recorded, usually on paper, in a wide variety of formats and dimensions. This exchange also 

yielded A 100 Moments Make a Moment Theory (1975–76), which may be regarded as one of the best 

theories of performance art. Needless to say, it could not be more brief and concise—in a word, it is 



 

perfect! When he challenged me and others to define ‘perfect,’ for that matter, my answer—this was in 

1990—was: ‘A perfect thought only exists—in a perfect moment—which disappears.’ 

 

In the mid-1970s, Byars wrote the words ‘It is plain that each moment in its totality causes the next 

moment’ in the center of a circular piece of white tissue paper. He crumpled it up and threw the little ball 

my way. Just like that, his conceptual messages always found their receivers in one way or another. 

Many of them were invitations to performances or exhibitions. And regardless of where one met or saw 

him, in Venice, in New York, in Cologne, or, most frequently, in Berne’s old town: he always wore his 

‘mask of alterity,’ he was always in performance mode, always sending and receiving, always sharing 

and taking in. Gifted with preternatural curiosity and an intuitive imagination, he pursued his desire to 

understand, to learn, to comprehend, to communicate. Participation was fulfillment.” 
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